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How IceWarp saved Bohemia Cargo s.r.o. 
from a system collapse

Case study



With its motto “Our customers are always first”, this 
family company has provided high-quality transport 
services since 1997. Starting out small in the Czech 
Republic, the freight forwarding and logistics firm quickly 
grew into an international operation offering export,

warehousing, and customs handling on a global scale. 
Today, Bohemia Cargo employs 180 workers, runs five 
branches, and exceeds a yearly turnover of over 30M EUR 
– and this all requires a well-oiled administration and 
communication system.
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Pavel Šťastný, 

System Administrator of Bohemia Cargo
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As a logistics and transport service provider, we handle thousands of emails daily. That's why we regard mail server speed, 
reliability, and SW support as crucial. And there’s no one better at supplying this complete package than IceWarp.

Upgrade its mail server to handle 
its demanding workflow

Maintain a robust and customer-
focused strategy of operations

Manage thousands of 
emails at once


Use innovative tech to provide 
customers with the newest services

Client’s 
goals
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Before switching to IceWarp, Bohemia Cargo had a serious issue: any action involving more than a 
few hundred emails bogged down their entire system, forcing other users to sit around and wait until 
preceding requests were handled.



When asked about their decision to upgrade, Pavel recalled the following: “We were initially 
interested in implementing a more robust email and communication system because of how much 
time was wasted by our previous structure. We turned to IceWarp for its speed, functionality, and 
local support. All of which came at a reasonable price.”



The issue was so bad that Pavel feared a collapse of their mail server. Luckily, they switched to 
IceWarp where they enjoy daily stability as well as advanced security and customization perks.
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Benefits for Bohemia Cargo

It didn’t take long for us to notice improvements after 
switching to IceWarp. From the moment we had it up and 
running, our users could perform actions that used to 
overload the whole server. The initial migration process 
also went surprisingly well; we made numerous above-
standard requests, and IceWarp was able to implement 
them all.

IceWarp is great because it’s fast, offers various serve 
setting options, and security and user privileges you won’t 
find anywhere else. If you need a high-quality, reliable mail 
server at a price you can afford, I can’t recommend 
IceWarp enough.

Comprehensive 
migration with zero 
user stress

Simple administration 
features for seamless 
workflow


A reliable business 
email tool with heavy-
load capabilities

Countless hours 
saved with drastically 
reduced wait times
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System Administrator of Bohemia Cargo
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